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The infinite-dimensional Omstein-Uhlenbeck process associated with the free 
field of quantum field theory on IWd is reconstructed as the traces of random har- 
monic functions. These harmonic functions are the solutions of a generalised 
Dirichlet problem with a (random) Schwartz distribution as boundary data. A 
detailed analysis of the associated trace space, which is a subspace of a scaled 
Sobolev space of negative fractional order, leads to a new path space for the free 
field as well as to a convenient regularisation method. Because of the particular 
form of the trace space it is possible to give an explicit formula for the transition 
function of the process. Furthermore, the dependence of the path space on the 
dimension d is discussed and a formulation of our result in terms of abstract Wiener 
spaces is given. Q 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Path properties of Euclidean quantum fields on W’ have been studied by 
many authors (cf. the references quoted below). Recently such properties 
have turned out to be important in the study of the stochastic mechanics 
associated with these fields (cf. [Car]). Furthermore, path behaviour seems 
to play a significant role if one investigates these generalised random fields 
within the framework of Dirichlet forms on infinite-dimensional state 
spaces (cf. [AHKl-AHK4, Pa, Ku, BoHi]), where they serve as interesting 
and fundamental examples. 
Euclidean quatum fields are usually constructed from an underlying 
(mean zero) Gaussian random field, called the free Beld (cf. [N2]), which 
covariance is given by the Green function of the operator --d + m*, 
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m E R\(O) on UP’ (cf. Section 2 below). Therefore, it is particularly impor- 
tant to investigate path properties of the free field. The results known so far 
on this subject essentially state that the free field can be considered as an 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (X,),, R with state space a topological vector 
space B which is infinite dimensional (if da 2) and that (X,),, R has con- 
tinuous sample paths almost surely. B can be taken to be the dual of a 
nuclear space (like, e.g., the space of (real) tempered distributions 
9”( IF- ’ )) with the weak*-topology or even strong topology (cf. 
[AHKl-AHK4, CoL, H, Nl, R, RRo] and also [Mi]) or as a Banach 
space, with the norm topology (cf. [Ca, DM] and also [C] for the 
corresponding local result). More precisely: let C([w, B) denote the space of 
all continuous functions from R! to B equipped with the a-algebra 
generated by the finite-dimensional projections; then the free field can be 
realised as a probability measure on C([w, B) such that the one-dimensional 
projections X,, t E Iw, are jointly Gaussian with mean zero and covariance 
&(J-,, f)B’ B<Xs, g)B’) = H-de”--s’“f, g)“-w, (1.1) 
where A is the pseudo-differential operator ( -A,- 1 + m)‘j2 on the Sobolev 
space H - ‘I*( IF- ’ ) and S, g are test functions on lKY- ’ which are in B’, the 
dual of B (cf. [Cal and Section 3 below for details). 
A new aspect on this subject was introduced in [DM, Rii23, where it 
was proven that the free field is a probability measure on a space of 
Schwartz distributions for which, when given as boundary data, one can 
solve a generalised Dirichlet problem with respect to -A +m*, for any 
open set UC Rd (cf. Section 2 below), in particular for the upper half- 
spaces 
D,:={(X,S)ERd:xERd-l,sE]t, +a[>, fE(W. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct a new support for the free field 
which exhibits all these properties together. This is done via a new con- 
struction of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (X,),,, introduced above (cf. 
(1.1)) as the traces of the (random) ( -A + m2)-harmonic functions which 
are the solutions of the generalised Dirichlet problem constructed in [DM, 
Rii2] for D,, t E R. Let us give a summary of the contents of this paper in 
order to explain our results more precisely. 
We start in Section 2 with the canonical model, i.e., we realise the free 
field as a probability measure P,, on the space of (real) Schwartz dis- 
tributions 9’(@). We study the boundary behaviour of the solutions of the 
above-mentioned generalised Dirichlet problem for open sets UC IWd with 
smooth boundaries aiY (cf. 2.3 and 2.6). If U is bounded and d< 4 we use 
results of [LiMag] (cf. also [BGN]) to prove that their traces exist on aU 
with probability one and that these are elements in a Sobolev space on aU 
which is of fractional negative order. The order depends on the dimension 
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d (cf. 2.4). (The case of an arbitrary bounded open set U is not treated in 
this paper; but we expect that in general the traces are elements in the 
Green space of a certain Dirichlet form having the following properties: it 
has state space the Martin boundary of U and is the boundary form 
(cf. [Si] ) of a Dirichlet form which is obtained for -A + m2 via sub- 
ordination; cf. Section 3 below). 
In Section 3 we prove the existence of the said traces for all d > 2 by dif- 
ferent means which are more of a probabilistic nature. For simplicity we 
confine ourselves to the case where U is an upper half-space D,, TV 88, and 
prove that if (x, s) ~fif):,,~ denotes the random (-A + m2)-harmonic 
functions which are the solutions of the generalised Dirichlet problem for 
D, of [DM, R62] then 
lim fir: sj =: X, (1.2) sit 
exists in a separable Banach space B, for every t E [w (cf. 3.11). The “trace 
space” B, is a subspace of a properly “scaled” Sobolev space of order (-a) 
on I?-‘, where tl> (d-2)/2 (cf. (3.15), (3.16)). It follows from known 
results that a scaling of the Sobolev space is necessary as well as the 
restriction a > (d-2)/2 (cf. [C] and 5.5 below), which is related to the 
behaviour of the Green function of -A + m2 near the diagonal (cf. the 
proof of 3.11). The dependence of B, on the dimension given by this lower 
bound on a is critical in a certain sense if d= 4 (cf. 3.13(iii)). 
In Section 4 we prove that (Xt)rclW is equivalent to the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process described above. In particular, it satisfies (1.1) (cf. 4.1 
and 4.2(i)). Then we derive a formula for its transition function (rc,),,,, 
(cf. (4.4), (4.6)). 
In Section 5 we show that (X,),EIw almost surely has continuous sample 
paths with respect o the B,-norm. Unfortunately, Theorems 3.1 and 5.2 of 
[Cal are not applicable in our case since the corresponding assumptions 
are not satisfied. But we can use similar methods to prove continuity of the 
sample paths and we also obtain an upper estimate for the locally uniform 
modulus of continuity of (X,),eR (cf. 5.2). Since C($ B,) can be naturally 
identified with a subspace of 9’(lP’) it is then an easy consequence of our 
construction of (X,),, u that C(!R, B,) has outer PO-measure one (cf. 5.4). 
By the definition of B, (cf. (3.16)) it follows that this new support C(Iw, B,) 
of P, combines all essential path properties of P, known so far (except for 
the results on the asymptotic behaviour proven in [CoL, Cal, which we do 
not consider in this paper). 
Of course, our methods can be extended to the case of more general 
operators replacing -A + m2 or (-A,_ 1 + m2)1’2 (cf. [Cal) as long as an 
estimate like (3.18) is satisfied. The reason why we settle here for the case 
of (-A + m2) is that in this situation the proofs can be done by explicit 
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calculations. The fact that we have to deal with “scaled” Sobolev spaces 
causes no particular difficulties with respect to computations. 
Before we conclude this section we want to summarize briefly some 
consequences of our results: 
If Hi/2(R’-‘) denotes the Sobolev space of order f on Rd- * and P 
denotes the image measure of P, under X,, t E R (which is independent of t 
by (l.l)), then it follows from our results and the converse of Gross’ fun- 
damental theorem on measurable norms (cf. [Ca, Proposition 2.2; GI-G3] 
and 4.4 below) that (H”2(Rd-1), B,, P) is an abstract Wiener space 
(cf. [K]) if a> (d-2)/2. The fact that the infinite-dimensional 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (X,), E R associated with the free field can be 
constructed to take values in an abstract Wiener space over H”*( Rd- ‘) for 
some Banach space B is a particular case of the main result in [Cal. But 
the special form of B, (cf. in particular 3.3) allows us to give an explicit for- 
mula for the transition function (rc,),,,, of (X,),, R defined as probability 
kernels on B, (cf. (4.4), (4.6)). This formula is certainly known in the case 
where WA, w is constructed to take values in 9”( Rd- I), but it seems to be 
new in models where (X,),, R takes values in a Banach space. Comparing 
the corresponding formulae for the transition functions one can now easily 
relate K),, R with other processes associated with the abstract Wiener 
space (H”*(R?‘), B,, P) like, e.g., the standard Brownian motion (cf. 
[G2] or [K]) or the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process studied in Malliavin’s 
calculus (cf. [Ma, W], and the discussion after 4.7). Furthermore, our 
results lead to a potential theoretic explanation why the state space B, is 
infinite dimensional if d 2 2, whereas in the case d = 1 the state space is one 
dimensional (cf. the discussion concluding Section 4). 
By (1.2) it is clear that we also obtain a new approximation of the 
“distribution-valued” process (X,), E R by the “C”-function-valued” process 
(iq: JS> I’ Since (x, s) H pf:, s) is P,-a.s. ( -d + m*)-harmonic on D, it is 
possible to give pointwise estimates of how fast j@, sJ goes to infinity as s 1 t 
(cf. Appendix 6.A). This is important for the construction of new measures 
from the free measure PO via ($; s))s, f (cf. 3.13(iv)) and will be the subject 
of further study. 
Finally, we expect that our methods can be extended to prove path 
properties of non-Gaussian measures constructed in Euclidean quantum 
field theory. 
2. HARMONIC FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FREE FIELD 
AND THEIR BOUNDARY BEHAVIOUR 
Let us fix some basic notations. 
Let 9(Wd) := CF(Rd) be the space of infinite differentiable functions with 
compact support on Rd equipped with the usual topology. Let 9,( , )9 : 
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9’ x 9 -+ R be the dualisation between 9’ and 9. For g E 9, G(g) denotes 
the evaluation map on 9’ given by @ I+ 9,( @, g)9, @ E 9’. For 
notational convenience we will not distinguish between @(g) and 
9, (@, g}, if no confusion is possible. Let dx be Lebesgue on Rd. We iden- 
tify whenever necessary a locally dx-integrable function with f dx E 9’. We 
denote the system of all open, respectively, relatively compact open, subsets 
of Rd by U, respectively, U,. 
For any topological space Y let &f(Y) be the associated Bore1 o-field on 
Y. If 9’ is equipped with the weak*-topology then &9(&P) is generated by 
{G(g): g E 9}. For U c R”, U open, o(U) shall denote the o-field generated 
by (Q(g): g E 9, supp g c U> and for an arbitrary set A c Rd we set 
o(A) := (7 o(U). 
ACU 
UCJpen 
For a probability measure P on a measurable space (Q, &) and an 
&-measurable bounded function X on Q let Ep(X) := P(X) := jX(@) P(d@) 
be the expectation of X with respect to P. For a sub o-field C of d let 
EP(. Ix) denote the conditional expectation of P given C. 
Consider the differential operator L := d - m2, m E R\(O), on Rd. Let G 
be the kernel of the operator (-A + m2)-‘, i.e., (x, JJ) c+ G(x -y) is the 
Green function of L.’ The free field of mass m is the (unique) Gaussian 
measure P, on (9, B(9)) with mean zero and variance 
jg, @(d* Po(d@) =JJ g(x) G(x - Y) g(v) dx 4, gfE9. (2.0) 
(PO exists by the Bochner-Minlos theorem; cf. [GeV, Chap. IV].) Here 
“Gaussian” means that each Q(g) has a Gaussian distribution under P,. 
By simple transformation arguments we may restrict ourselves to the case 
m = 1. We recall the following behaviour of the Green function G: 
G(x) - 
1x1 -d+2 if d>3 
-1nlxl if d=2 
for 1x1 ‘0, (2.1) 
G(x) N e- (l/2)1*1 for (xl+ cc (2.2) 
(cf. e.g., [St, Chap. V.31 and (3.5~(3.8) below). Forf, gE9 we define 
CL g)~:=jlf(X)G(x-A dy)dxdy (2.3) 
’ G is determined up to a constant which we fix by requiring that {&G(x) dx = 1. 
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and (CL, v ) E correspondingly if p, v are positive Radon measures on U&Y’. We 
set II IIE := Jz. (Th e index “I?’ refers to energy; cf. [Roll.) 
Throughout this paper all potential theoretic notions are meant with 
respect to A - 1; e.g., a harmonic function h is a function satisfying 
Ah-h=O. 
For U E II and x E U let ,u$’ denote the harmonic measure of U in x (cf. 
[ConCor, p. 19]), but considered as a measure on Rd. We have (cf. e.g., 
[Riil, Sect. 23) that 
11~,“11’,~ +a* (2.4) 
One of the main resuls in [RB2] is that given an open set U there exists 
for P, - a.e. @E 9’ a solution for the Dirichlet problem with boundary 
data given by @. For the purposes of this paper the following weaker result 
is sufficient (cf. [Rii2, 4.8 and Sect. 61; see also [R&3, 2.11). 
2.1. THEOREM. Let U E U. There exist n pC o, YE u, a( tr\ V)-measurable 
maps ji,U: 9’ + [w, x E U, such that 
(i) x I-+ p,U(ds) is harmonic on U. 
(ii) ii,“(@) =p,U(@), XE U, if 0 is a continuous function with compact 
support on EP. 
(iii) The random field (ii,“) o E XI, x E o is (jointly) Gaussian under I’,, with 
mean zero and covariance 
(Here “*” means convolution with respect to Rd.) 
(iv) For every g E 9( U) (i.e., g E 9 and supp g c U) 
E,(~(gfla(O”))(‘P)=SF:‘(y) g(xfdx (2.6) 
for P,-a.e. YE W, i.e., the generalised random field ( EP,,( @( g)[ a( Vc))) E 9C aI 
has the harmonic random field (ji,“),,, as its density. (Here u’ := W’\U.) 
2.2. Remark. We call the harmonic function &“(a) the solution for the 
Dirichlet problem for U given Qi E 9’ as boundary data. 
Now we want to study the boundary behaviour of these harmonic 
functions. We are mainly interested in the case where U is equal to an 
upper half-space D,, t E Iw. But in order to explain the main ideas and the 
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relation to the fundamental results by Lions and Magenes (cf. [LiMag]) 
on traces of harmonic functions which are elements of Sobolev spaces of 
fractional negative order, we first consider bounded open sets U with 
smooth boundaries. We confine ourselves to the cases d= 3,4 because then 
the proofs are particularly simple (for the case d= 2, see [Rii3, RtiZ]). Let 
us first recall the definition of (fractional order) Sobolev spaces Ha. 
For UE [w let 
W(UP):= ~~Y’(IW~):~~~~~~l*(x)(l+~x~~)~dxi -~-CO 
i 1 
(2.7) 
with corresponding inner product & , )HcL and norm II II@. Here 9c 
is the Fourier transform of 5 E Y’, i.e., if g is a test function in .4”(@) 
(equipped with the usual topology), 
For UEU and aa0 let 
and 
H;(U) := completion of 9( U) with respect o 11 ) Hm (2.8) 
H-“(U) := (topological) dual of H;(U). (2.9) 
2.3. THEOREM. Let UE U, with smooth boundary cYU (cf: [LiMag, p. 34, 
(7. lo)]). Then for PO-a.e. @ E 9’ 
(i) ~.U(@)E nor>1,2 H-‘+“*(U) ifd= 3, 
(ii) iWW E L 1 H-“+“‘(U) ifd=4. 
Proof: Let s E 10, 1 [ \ (4). Let d, be an infinitely differentiable function 
on Q, positive on U such that 
d,(x) 
.E d(x, au) = constant # 0 if Zcau 
(cf. [LiMag, p. 57, (11.16)]), where d(x, au) is the distance from x to au. 
Since x H j,“(o) is continuous for each CD E 9’ we can use Fubini’s theorem 
and 2.l(iii) to obtain that 
Z := I 5 (d”,(x) /Ii,“(@))* dx P,(d@) 
9’ u 
= I (/ 11~3~ 4?(x) dx 
< I sup G(x - z) &i(x) dx. u,eau 
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In the last step we used that j(G*$)(z) pz(dz) =jaU G(x-z) &,U(dz) 
(cf. [Rol, 2.23) and that the constant function 1 is superharmonic. By 
(2.1), (2.2) we conclude that up to a constant I is dominated by 
whichisfiniteifs>Oandd=3orifs>+and 
s (d”,(x) jiy(@))2 dx < +co u 
for P, - a.e. Qi E 9’. Now we can apply Theorems 11.2 and 11.3 in Chap- 
ter 1 of [LiMag] to complete the proof. i 
Now the existence of the traces on the boundary aU is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 6.5 in Chapter 2 of [LiMag]. For the definition of 
Sobolev spaces of fractional order on aU we refer the reader to Section 7.3 
in Chapter 1 of [LiMag]. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let U be as in 2.3. For P, - a.e. @ E 9’ the harmonic 
function ,ii.“(@) has a trace on aU in the sense of Lions and Magenes which is 
an element of H-‘(au) for any c( > f if d = 3 and for any a > 1 if d = 4. 
2.5. Remark. We believe that “a is optimal” in 2.3 and 2.4. This is 
strongly suggested by the results of subsequent sections. 
The case where U is replaced by an upper half-space D,, t E R, is more 
complicated since the harmonic functions ii?(@) are no longer in a 
Sobolev space for P, - a.e. @E 9’. The basic idea is to consider weighted 
or better “scaled” Sobolev spaces on D,. It turns out that it is enough to 
take scaling functions which only depend on d - 1 variables. 
From now on we denote points in D, by (x, s), x E I?- ‘, s E ] t, cc [. In 
particular, we write j@, ,,(@), @ E 9’, and G(x, s). 
We are now prepared to prove a theorem on the boundary behaviour of 
,iP(@), @E 9’. This theorem, though not hard to prove, is a key point of 
this paper. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let E>O, tE[W, andpE[l, +co[. Let p~L’(lW-~,dx) 
then 
co 
lli I(s- t)” @$,,,(@)l” p’(x)(s- t)-’ dx & P,(d@)< +w, (2.10) J’ I Rd- 1 
if a > (d- 2)/2. 
Proof: Let b := up - 1 and set 
I:= m 
iii 6 - t)8p2(x)lPp:, .,(@)I p dx ds P,(d@). 9’ I IWd-l 
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As in the proof of 2.3 we obtain since (j$, S,)Cx, SjE D, is Gaussian (cf. 2.l(iii)) 
that up to a constant I is dominated by 
a2 < s s (s - QB p*(x) G(0, s - t)p’2 dx ds. I R&l 
Hence we only have to consider 
II := j* sB G(0, s)P’* ds 
l/2 
and 
I* := i:” sp G(0, s)~‘* dx. 
By (2.2), G(0, s) is up to a constant dominated by e-(1’2)S, hence I, < +co. 
As in the proof of 2.3 we conclude that up to a constant Z2 is dominated by 
s 
112 
sa( -In s)~‘~ ds if d=2 
0 
and 
Both integrals are finite if /?> (d- 2)p/2 - 1, hence the assertion 
follows. 1 
2.7. Remark. (i) Using 3.1 below it is easy to see that if p 2 2, (2.10) 
implies a > (d - 2)/2. On the other hand, one can improve (2.10). The proof 
of 2.6 actually shows that 
x p*(x)(s - t)-’ dx ds P,(d@) < +a~, (2.11) 
where E > l/p if da 3 and E > l/p + t if d= 2. But for the purposes of this 
paper (2.10) is sufficient. 
(ii) Let @E 9’. Since (x, s) H ji$,,s)(@) is harmonic on D, it is 
possible to derive from (2.11) pointwise estimates at the boundary using 
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the mean value property. We do not need these results in this paper. But 
they provide additional information with respect to one of our main 
theorems proved below (cf. 3.11) and we expect them to be very useful for 
future research in this field. Therefore, we give the proof in the Appendix 
(cf. 6.2). 
As in the case of bounded open sets U we have the following corollary of 
2.6 with p = 2 which we only state for d = 2, 3,4, which are the interesting 
dimensions in field theory; the case d 2 5 will be covered by the results of 
the next section. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Let t E R, p E L2( Rd- ‘, dx) if d = 3,4, and p E H’/*(W) 
if d = 2. Then for PO - a.e. @ E 9’ 
p/P( @) E a,(&,2),2 H-a+“2(w 
The proof of 2.8 for d = 3,4 is very similar to the proof of 2.3 and is 
therefore omitted. If d = 2, 2.8 does not seem to follow directly from 2.6. 
But the fact that in this case ii?(@) is even in a “scaled” Sobolev space of 
positive order (strictly less than 1) is remarkable; we therefore give a 
detailed proof in the Appendix (cf. Section 6.B). 
At this point one could again prove the existence of traces on aD, by the 
methods of Lions and Magenes. But it appears to be simpler and more 
unified for all dimensions d > 2 to prove this by different methods which 
are more of a probabilistic nature. This is the contents of the following 
section. 
3. THE TRACE SPACE B, 
The proof that the traces of the harmonic functions (introduced in the 
preceding section) exist in a certain Banach space B, p t Y’(Rd- ‘) (see 
(3.16) below) can be done by explicit calculations. This is due to the 
following facts: first, the Poisson kernel P, of (-A + 1) for the half-space 
D, (i.e., the density of the harmonic measure ~2, ,), t > 0, with respect to 
(d- l)-dimensional Lebesgue measure dz) is known explicitly; second, the 
space B, p is defined in terms of P, and the Green function G, of the 
integro-differential operator ( -A,- 1 + 1 )‘I*, a > 0, which is also known 
explicitly. (Here Ad- i denotes the (d - l)-dimensional Laplacian.) Let us 
recall the corresponding formulas. 
From now on let 9 denote (d - 1)-dimensional Fourier transform. The 
Poisson kernel P,, t >O, for the half-space Do := {(x, t)E Rd: XE Rd-‘, 
t >O} has Fourier transform 
(FP,)(x) = e-‘JTTi;i-‘, XE UP-‘. (3.1) 
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Hence it is easy to see that for x E Rd- ’ 
P,(x)=~~~~p~-‘(x)ds=~mp(-‘(X)~:(dS), J&l (3.2) 0 
where pd- ‘: Rd- ’ --) R 
dimensiinal Browniai 
is the density of the transition function of (d- l)- 
motion ’ ’ 
(p,($&,d- 1) e - Ixl*/4s, x E [Wd- 1, with kllllng 
1, i.e., p!-‘(x) = 
s > 0. (We should mention that we 
consider Brownian motion with a time scale such that A,-, instead of 
$Ad-, is its generator.) (v:)~,~ in (3.2) denotes the one-sided stable 
semigroup on R +\{O} (cf. [BlHa, Sect. V. 31). P, is the kernel of the 
operator Tt-e-‘(-~d-l+l)“Z defined on L2(Rd- ‘, dx) (cf. [F, p. 29, 
Ex 1.4.1]), i.e., T, f = P, * f, f a bounded, g(Rd- ‘)-measurable function on 
Rd-‘. (T,),>o in fact forms a semigroup of sub-Markovian kernels on 
(Wd- ‘, B(Rd-I)), i.e., we have for t, s > 0 
T,+sf=T,(Tsf) (since P, * P, = P, + ,). (3.3) 
(Tt)t>o is just the transition function of a pure jump process (Cauchy 
process; cf., e.g., [F, pp. 170-171, Ex. 5.5.21) associated with the Dirichlet 
operator (-d + l)“* on Rd- ‘. Equation (3.2) just means that this process 
is obtained from (d- l)-dimensional Brownian motion by subordination 
via (rl:),,o. These facts are all well known; we refer the interested reader to 
[BlHa, Sect. V.31 for the general background. As mentioned above we 
have that 
for x E Rd- ‘, t > 0, and f a positive a( Rd- ‘)-measurable function. 
Now we turn to the Green functions G,, i.e., the kernels of the operators 
(-A,-, + 1)-a’2, CI > 0, which can be expressed as (cf. [St, Sect. V.33) 
1 m 
G,(x)= ’ - (~)“-’ r(a,2) 5 
,-‘x’2’4se-“s(-d-‘+a”2ds, x E !Rd- I. (3.5) o 
We have that G, E L1(Rdpl, dx) and 
(FG,)(x)= (1 + (xl’)-“‘*. 
It is easy to see by formula (3.5) that for some constant c>O 
G,(x)=clxl-‘d-l)+a+~(I~I-(d-l)+OL) as 1x1 -PO 
if O<a<d- 1 and that 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
GJx) = qe-(‘12)I~I) as Ix1 + +CO (3.8) 
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(cf. [St, pp. 132-1331). Clearly Ga+B= G, * G,; a, j?>O. Furthermore, if 
f~L’(flP-‘, dx) thenfEW”(R?‘) for any a>0 and 
llfll~22 Ilfll,-s=l (G, *f)2dx=ffG2a(~-~)f(x)f(y)dxdy. (3.9) 
To avoid confusion we want to recall that the Green function G defined 
in Section 2 is associated with the “d-dimensional” operator -A + 1, 
whereas each G, is associated with the “(d- 1 )-dimensional” operator 
(-Ad-,+l)u’2. But we note that 
G,(x) = G(x, O), XE Rd-‘. (3.10) 
The following lemma provides us with useful formulas for the solution of 
the Dirichlet problem for D, with boundary data XH G(x, r), r > 0, and 
for a quantity that already appeared in (2.5). 
3.1. LEMMA. (i) Let r > 0, t > 0, and x E IWdp I then 
(P, * G( ., r))(x) = G(x, r + r) (3.11) 
(where * means convolution with respect to the group structure on Rd- ‘). 
(ii) Let t, t’ E R, ~$6 > 0, x, y E iIT’- ’ then 
(PDf ~x,,+a,,~~;,,+a~,)E=G(x-y,~+~‘+lt-t’l). (3.12) 
Proof (i) This is clear (e.g., by considering the (d- 1 )-dimensional 
Fourier transforms). 
(ii) By definition of ( , )E and the translation invariance of 
(-A+l) we have that 
By (3.4) this is equal to 
s IG(x -z - y + z’, t - t’) P,(z) Pd.(z’) dz dz’, 
which is the right-hand side of (3.12) because of (3.3) and (i). 1 
Now we want to define the Banach space B,, which will be the trace 
space we are looking for. First we need to introduce some “scaled” Sobolev 
spaces and the proper class of scale functions. 
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Let S be the class of all functions p in CF(ll?- ‘) ( = all bounded 
infinitely differentiable functions on IV- ‘) such that p is strictly positive 
and in L2( Rd- ‘, dx) and p satisfies the following two conditions: 
all partial derivatives of p and p--I are polynomially bounded 
at infinity. (3.13) 
p2 is tTrLzo -supermedian, i.e., T,p2 6 p2 for any t > 0. (3.14’) 
For example, if fi > (d- 1)/4 and y E IO, co [ is chosen big enough then 
p(x) := (y + lx12)-fl, x E Rd-‘, is a function in S. (It is easy to check that 
(Ad- I - 1) p2 < p2, hence pfP r * p2 < p2; therefore P, * p2 < p2 by (3.2)) 
From now on let p E S be fixed. Consider for a > 0 the “scaled” Sobolev 
space of order (-IX) defined by 
H;yRd-‘) := {<EY’(Rd--l): p~EH-“(lw’)} 
and equipped with the norm 
(3.15) 
H;* is obviously a Hilbert space. We denote the associated inner product 
by q’( > h,,y. 
Now define for a > 0 and p := (p,,, p, , . . . . pN), pi E Cl, cc [ distinct, 
NE N u {0}, p0>2, the linear space 
B .- 
&P .- 
i 
rEHpz(jWd-l):lia5,,-,(t=IPI*rl)P’p2t-’dXdf< +al,O<i<N 
0 I 
with norm 
(3.16) 
(p. > 2 is needed for 3.3 below.) For notational convenience we also fix p 
(as above) and set 
B, := B,,. (3.17) 
We should mention that P, E sP(R”- I), t > 0 (by (3.1)), and therefore, 
P, * 5~ P(Rd-‘) for each ~EP”(IR~-‘) and that (t, X)I+ (P, * r)(x) is 
harmonic on Do. Obviously, B, is defined in such a way that it exhibits 
exactly the type of boundary behaviour which the harmonic functions 
jP(@) have for PO-a.e. @E 9” as we know by 2.6 if a > (d-2)/2. 
Therefore, it is a priori a natural candidate for the trace space we are 
looking for. Now we want to establish a few important properties of B,. 
580/79/l -15 
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3.2. Proposition. B, is a separable Banach space for any c1> 0. 
Proof. Fix a > 0. Let (t,),, rm be a Cauchy sequence in B,. Because of 
the completeness of HP” and (3.13) there exists a r E H;’ such that 
lim,,, L=5 in H;” as well as in Y’. Hence also lim,, ,(P, * 5,) = 
P, * t in 9”. Fix PE {pO, pl, . . . . pN}. Consider 2 := Lp([w, p; Lp(W ‘, v)), 
i.e., the space of all (classes of) mappings F on Iw taking values in 
Lp( KY- ‘, v) such that 11 F(I LpC,J is p-times p-integrable. Here p := fpa--l dt 
and v :=p* dx. By the Riesz-Fisher theorem there exists GEE such that 
lim, _ m (P. * 5,) = q in E and there exists a subsequence such that for 
dt - a.e. t 
lim (P, * L,) = u(f) in Lp(W1, v). k-02 
Hence for dt -a.e. t>O by (3.13) 
lim (p, * t,,) = v(t) in Y’( W ‘). k-m 
Now it follows that P, * t = q(t) in Lp([Wd- i, v) for dt - a.e. t > 0; hence 
and the completeness of B, is proved. 
For 0 < i < N, let pi := tap’- ’ dt, v := p2 dx and 
Ei := Lpt( Rd, pi@ v) 
with the usual norm on LPZ( Rd, pi @ v). The product space 
E:=H,“x fi E, 
i=O 
with norm I( 11 E := [ I( l1$-S + Cr=“=, I( ~~zE,]1’2 is a separable Banach space. 
Since lim, I o P, * 5 = 5 inP.Y’(rWd- ‘) for any 5 E Y”(rWd- ‘), each c E B, can 
be identified with 
(5, P. * <, . . . . P. * 5 ) E E. 
(N + 1 )-times 
In fact, B, is (by definition) isomorphic to the normed linear subspace of E 
which consists of all these elements. Therefore, B, is separable. 8 
The following result will be very important in Section 4 (cf. 4.2 and 4.5). 
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3.3. PROPOSITION. Let a, s > 0. Then P, * 5 E B, for any r E B,. 
Proof: Let 5 E B, then for dt-a.e. t > 0, P, * 5 E LPo(iFYp ‘, p2 dx). But if 
P, * < E Lpo(W- ‘, p2 dx) for some t > 0 then for any 6 > 0 it follows by 
(3.3), Holder’s inequality, and (3.14) that for some constant c>O 
i IP b+t*<1”p2dx<c (Pg*)Pr*~~Po)p2dx=c IP,*QPo(Pa*p2)dx s s 
<c 
5 
IP, * Qpop2 dx. 
Hence for every s > 0, P, * r E Lpo( W- ‘, p2 dx) c L2( IF!- ‘, p2 dx) c 
H-‘(UP’) by (3.9). Furthermore, if p E {p,,, . . . . pN} then as above 
02 
I 5 
m 
tP”-‘jPl*P,*QPp2dxdt<c I s tP”-‘IP,*<lPp2dxdt<w 0 fqd- 1 0 IWd-l 
for some constant c > 0. Hence P, * 5 E B,. 1 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Zf CI > (d - 2)/2 then HI/*( KY- ‘) c B,, continuously. 
For the proof of 3.4 we need the following lemma, which is derived 
immediately from the properties of P,, G,, (3.11), (2.1), and (2.2). 
3.5. LEMMA. There exists a constant cd> 0 (depending on the dimen- 
sion d) such that for every t > 0 
)IP, * G1& = (P2, * G,)1’2(0) = G(0, 2t)“’ 
< 
i 
c2 max( -In t, 1)‘12 eC’j4, if d=2 
cd t-(d-2112 ,-r/4 , if da 3. 
(3.18) 
Proof of 3.4. Let u E H1’2((Wd- ‘). Then there exists an f E L2( llV- ‘, dx) 
such that u = G,,, * f; hence u E L*(W-‘, dx) and pun L2(RdP ‘, dx). 
Therefore (by (3.9)), u~ff;“(~~~‘) and I141Hbu~ IIP~I~I~~~~~~ 
Ikllm lIG1,2ll~~ llfll.2. Furthermore, if PE {po, . . . . p,,,} then by Young’s 
inequality 
cc 
s s 
trJ’-‘JP,*G1,2*flpp2dxdt< aotup-1 
I IIP, * G1,zlli:dt II~llt2 llfll~:, 0 R&l 0 
which is finite by 3.5 since a > (d- 2)/2. But Ilf II L2 = ([u/I H112. 1 
3.6. Remark. By (3.1) it is easy to show that given p, qE Cl, co] such 
that l/p + l/q = 1 there exist constants cl, c2 > 0 such that for every t > 0 
)IP,)lLp<cl tt(d-1)‘ye~c2’. (3.19) 
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Hence similar arguments as in the proof of 3.4 imply that for every a > 0, 
Y( UP ‘) c B,, continuously. 
Let BL be the (topological) dual of B,, a > 0, equipped with the weak*- 
topology. Let B,( , )Bk be the corresponding dualisation. By 3.6, B, is a 
dense subset of Y’(Rd- I), hence by the Hahn-Banach theorem each 
g E Y(R- ‘) can be considered as the element in B& which is given by 
Y4p’( ., g)Y. Then (again by the Hahn-Banach theorem) it follows that 
Y(Rd- ‘) c B& densely (and continuously) (3.20) 
since B, is the topological dual of B&. 
Now we want to prove that the harmonic functions jP(@), @ E $Y(Wd), 
have traces on aD, s RdP i, t E R, which are elements in B,. Consider for 
t E R, @ E GS’( Rd) the continuous functions 
xw@,r+a,(@)~ 6>0. 
It follows from Theorem 3.7 below that these functions are in B, P, - a.s. 
First we need to introduce the space of all (classes of) 9J(9’(Rd))/W(B,)- 
measurable mappings F taking values in B, such that l[Fll Bg is PO-square- 
integrable. We denote this space by L’(GV, P,; B,). 
3.7. THEOREM. Let a > 0 and t E IR. The process (ii?:, +& >0 is a 
stochastic process in L2(9’, P,; B,). 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following three 
lemmas. First we note that since (x, s)t+ j&J@), XE Rd--l, s> t, is 
continuous for each @ E g’(Rd) all integrals occurring below which involve 
ji$ ,,(@) are well-defined. Now fix t E R; a, 6 > 0. 
3.8. LEMMA. 
Proof: By (3.9) we only have to prove finiteness of the second integral: 
by Fubini’s theorem and (2.5). But this integral is finite by 3.1. 1 
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3.9. LEMMA. Let PE (pO, . . . . pN}. Then* 
I 
VP 
IJ’, * i$: r+&WP P* dx ds P,(d@) < co. 
ProoJ: Using Minkowski’s inequality (cf., e.g., [St, p. 271, Al]) if p < 2 
or if p > 2, Jensen’s inequality, and the fact that (P, * $; 1+6j( .))(x) is 
Gaussian distributed under P, (by 2.l(iii) and (3.21) below) for all 
x E ET-‘, s > 0, we obtain that the above integral is up to a constant 
dominated by 
jm s,,-, sup--I P* [j 
0 W(R‘j) 
(Ps * fiflr ,+610)ipg(d@)]i”2 dx ds]*“. 
But if XE I@’ then 9 
s (Ps * I$:,+s, (@)I)* (xlPoW) La’(R‘+) 
x Iiq-d,r+6) (@)I)P,(d@) dz dz’ 
(3.21) 
by Holder’s inequality and 3.1. Hence by (3.1) 
Ipi2<G(0, 26)“* jm jRdm, saPP1p2e-f'"&ds< ~0. 1 
0 
3.10. LEMMA. Each jiF~~+~,, 6 >O, can be modified on a set 
NEW(9qnP)) of PO -measure zero such that it becomes SY(5S’(Wd))/AY(B,)- 
measurable. 
Proof. By 3.8, 3.9, and 2.1 we can find a set ME g(Y) such that 
P,(M) = 1 and &?I ,+Bj(@) E B, for any Q, E M. Hence defining 
-D, ~~.,~+~,(@)=0 (EB,) for @EQ’\M we may assume that jicf,+a,(@)~B, 
for each @ E 9’. We claim that $l t+aj is a(g’)/a(B,)-measurable. Since 
B, is separable it suffices to prove weak-measurability by Petti’s theorem 
(cf. [PI). So let gEB&. By (3.20) we may even assume that gEY(!T--I). 
But 
94Pfl:,+a,, g>.!T= I Wd-‘ lip:, t+a) g(x) dx, 
which is g(Y)-measurable. 
2 Cf. also 3.14 and (3.23) below. 
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3.11. THEOREM. Zf o! > (d- 2)/2 then for any t E R the process 
(P flr+dJ)s>O converges in L2(9’, P,;B,) as 610. Zf (X,)rcR is the limit 
process3 then there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all t, t’ E R 
< 2 s (p * P)(x) G,,(x)[G(x, 0) - G(x, t - t’)] dx 
+2c 2 llplly 
,=O D 
O” 
I 
2lPt 
s”P’-1[G(0,2s)-G(0,2s+~t-t’~)]pi’2ds . 
0 
(3.22) 
(Here p(x)=p( -x), xE KY-‘.) 
We need the following lemma in order to justify the application of 
Fubini’s theorem in the proof of 3.11 below. 
3.12. LEMMA. Let t, t’ E Iw and 6, 6’ > 0. Then 
Proof By Fubini’s theorem, Holder’s inequality, 2.l(iii), and (3.12) it 
follows that the above integral is dominated by 
J.l G(0, 26)“2 G(0,26’)“*p(x) p(y) G2a(~- y) dx dy, 
which is finite by (3.9). 1 
Proof of 3.11. Let t, t’ E R and 6,6’ > 0, then 
EPO(IlCLtlll+6)-ii~l’,‘+6’)ll~p~) 
=x4(6, 6, t, t)+A(iY, 8, t’, t’)-2A(6,6’, t, t’), 
where 
x G,,(x - y) dx dy P,(d@). 
p We will not distinguish between X,E L*(g’, P,,; B,), TV R, and a ~(~‘(rW“))/~(B,)- 
measurable version of it. 
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It follows by 3.12, Fubini’s theorem, 2.l(iii), and (3.12) that 
A(6, 8, t, t’) = 1 (p * p)(x) G2Jx) G(x, 6 + 6’+ It - t’l) dx. 
Hence by B. Levi’s theorem of monotone convergence 
lim A(6, 8, t, t’) = j (p * p)(x) Gzr(x) G(x, t - t’) dx, 
b,S’ 10 
which is finite if CI> (d-2)/2 by (2.1), (2.2), and (3.7t(3.9) and since 
p E L2(lRd- ‘, dx). This implies convergence for t = t’ and the “first half’ of 
(3.22) as well. 
Now 1etpE {po, . . . . pN}. As in the proof of 3.9 we obtain that there exists 
c E 10, co [ such that 
1 
2/P 
x p’(x) dx ds Po(d@) 
cc <C [J s srp- 1P2(x) 0 [Wd- I [ 19,(., P, *(~fl:,+a)(~)-~i9~r,+a,,(Qi)))2(x) 
PI2 
1 1 
VP 
x f’o(d@) dx ds . 
Let x E I?-‘. Because of (3.21) we can apply Fubini’s theorem to deduce 
from 2.l(iii) and 3.1 that 
s quad) CP, * (Iz~:,+a,(~)-~~~‘,,+s,,(~))l~ 6) Po(d@) 
where 
= B(6, 6, t, t)+ B(h’, 8, t’, t’)-2B(6, 6’, t, t’), 
B(6,6’, t, t’) = /j. P,(z) P,(z’) G(z -z’, 6 + 6’ + ) t - t’l) dz dz’ 
= G(0, 2s + 6 + 6’ + ) t - t’) ). 
Hence we obtain that I is up to a constant dominated by 
IIPII”LIp jam sap-l 
[ 
[G(O, 2s + 26) + G(O,2s + 26’) 
1 
UP 
-2G(O,2~+6+6’+(t-t’J)]~‘~ds . 
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The integrand is dominated by 2p’2sap~ ‘( G(O,2s))P/‘, which is integrable 
by (2.1) and (2.2) since c1> (d- 2)/2. Hence Lebesgue’s theorem of 
dominated convergence implies convergence for t = t’ and the “second half 
of (3.22) as well. i 
3.13. Remark. (i) Since B, c Y’(Rd- ‘) continuously and since we may 
always pick a sequence (6,),, N, 6,10, to have P,-a.s. convergence, we 
can define a version of the limit X,, t E R, which is as an element in 
Y( Rd- ’ ) independent of p, c(, and p. 
(ii) Equation (3.22) implies that t H X, is a continuous map from IR 
to L*(9’, P,; B,). 
(iii) For the q uestion whether the lower bound (d- 2)/2 for a is 
optimal we refer to 5.5. We also want to mention that d = 4 is critical in the 
following sense. For CI > 0 the space H;“(lR- ‘) is the dual space of 
HTlp(Rd- ‘), which is a Dirichlet space for a < 1 (cf. [IF]). In this case 
H;‘( Rd- ‘) is called a Green space. Hence (X,),, u takes values in a Green 
space if d d 3. 
(iv) It is important to note that if d = 2 and p = (2), we can replace 
(PDf 1 (x,t+6)62-0, XE Rd-‘, in 3.11 by Wick powers (:$$+a,:&)6,0, XE Rd-‘, 
no N, where : :pO means Wick order with respect o PO (cf. [GlJ, S]). The 
limiting process (:X, ?), E u will be the subject of further studies. 
Since the random variable X, in 3.11 was constructed as the trace of the 
random harmonic function PP ’ on ao, it is natural to expect that this har- 
monic function is then again the solution of the Dirichlet problem with 
boundary data X,. This is contained in the following theorem. First realise 
that since X, takes values in B, c Y’(Rd- ‘) we know that x H (P, * X,)(x) 
is in C” n 9”( Rd- ‘); moreover (t, x) H (P, * X,)(x) is harmonic on Do. 
3.14. THEOREM. Let s E [w. Then for PO - a.e. @ E 9’( Wd) 
(P, * X,(@))(x) = Ppx: s+ ,)W 
for all xE(Wdwl, t>O. 
Proof: Let x E Rd- ‘, 6, t > 0; then it follows similarly as in the proof of 
3.11 (using 2.l(iii), 3.1, and Fubini’s theorem) that 
I s’(w’) 
l(P,*~~:s+6)-~Px:s+l+a,)l*dPo=O. (3.23) 
Sin= Df:s+6,) -klo X, PO - a.s. in 9’ for some sequence (6,),, N, it 
follows that PO - as. 
p, * K=iq:S+r) as elements of 9’. 
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Since both sides are P,,- a.s. C”-functions in (x, t)~ D,, and Do is 
separable it follows that for PO - a.e. 0 E 9’( !Rd) 
(P, * X,(@))(x) = i@,s+t,(@) for all x E Rd- I, t > 0. 1 
3.15. Remark. (i) At this point it is obvious that one can avoid using 
fifx: ,), x E R, t > s, completely if one starts with a model where P, is con- 
structed as a measure on (9”(W’-‘))’ rather than 9’(Rd). The process to 
investigate instead is then P,-, * X,, t > s, or P, * X0, t > 0. But as we 
already mentioned in the Introduction this approach would not illustrate 
how to handle the case of an arbitrary open set instead of a half-space or 
non-Gaussian measures of Euclidean field theory. 
(ii) By 3.3 it follows similarly as in the proof of 3.10 that for SE R, 
t > 0, the map 
@H (P, * Xs(@)) 
can be modified on a set NE W(9’( Wd)) of P,-measure zero such that it 
becomes W(9’( Rd))/g(B,)-measurable. 
4. THE INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK PROCESS (Xt)leR 
WITH STATE SPACE B, 
We fix p, p as in Section 3. Now we also fix a > (d- 2)/2. Using 2.l(iii) it 
is very easy to calculate the distribution of X, on B,. As announced earlier 
it will turn out that (X,)reR satisfies (1.1) (cf. (4.0) below). We will also give 
a formula for its transition function. 
Given a SQ9)/9#(B,)-measurable map X we denote the image measure 
of PO under X by X(P,). 
4.1. THEOREM. (Xr),ew is a (jointly) mean zero Gaussian process on B, 
in the sense that for all /II,, . . . . flN E Iw and g,, . . . . gN E B&, NE N, the real- 
valued random variables 
are Gaussian with mean zero on Iw under P,, . Furthermore, if t, s E Iw, t # s, 
andf, gc9’([Wd-‘) then 
~P&A~U “09 Y’ (X,3 g>,) = H-dp,r-S, * f,g)w2. (4.0) 
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Proof: By (3.20) we may assume that g,, . . . . g, E 5@(Rd-‘). By 3.11 it 
suffkes to consider 
iQ,,+,,gi(x)dx for 6>0. 
But these real-valued random variables are Gaussian with mean zero under 
P, by 2.l(iii). Furthermore, for t, s E R, t #s, it follows by 3.11, Fubini’s 
theorem, 2.l(iii), and 3.1 that 
&&‘(~r~f)Y 9,(X3, g>sPP) 
where the last equality follows by elementary transformations. 1 
4.2. PROPOSITION. (i) Let t E R and P := X,(P,); then [FD is independent 
of t and is the unique mean zero Gaussian measure on (B,, a( B,)) such that 
for each g E Y( Rd- ’ ) 
s B, Y(& g>$ Wt)xjRdm, (G, * g) gdx= IIgll?ru2= IIG, * gll$p t4e1) 
(p is the invariant measure for (X,),, ,.) 
(ii) Let t > 0 and P, := (X,-P, * X,,)(P,); then IFP, is the unique mean 
zero Gaussian measure on (B,, .%T(B,)) such that for each g E -4p( Rd- ’ ) 
s & s&t, gW?W)=j j (G(x-y,O)-G(x-y,2t))g(x)g(y)dxdy agd-l Rd-l 
= H-1/2( g-P,* * g, g)*-li2. (4.2) 
Proof: We only prove (ii). The proof of (i) is analogous. It follows by 
3.15 (ii) that P, is a measure on (B,, a(B,)). Furthermore, if gE.Y(Rd-‘) 
then 
= lim f exp i f (P 810 W(R‘j) IWd-l x,r+d) -@t,MWxdPo 
(by 3.11 and 3.14). 
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Since J,,-, (pf:,,+aJ- ii2 ,J g(x) dx is a Gaussian random variable by 
2.l(iii) we only have to calculate its variance; but by Fubini’s theorem, 
2.l(iii), and 3.1 this is equal to 
s  (G(x - Y, 26) + G(x - y, 2t) - 2G(x - y, 6 + 2t)) g(x) g(y) dx dy. 
Now Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem implies that this 
converges to 
I I (G(x - Y, 0) - G(x - Y, 2t)) g(x) g(y) dx & 
as 610. Now the first part of (4.2) follows by (3.20); the second part is 
elementary (by (3.10) and 3.1). [ 
4.3. Remark. Let for r E R, G,,: D, x D, + [w, denote the Dirichlet 
Green function of A - 1 (d-dimensional Laplacian) for the half-space D,. 
Then G,, is just the integral kernel appearing in (4.2) for t =s, since for 
x, yERdpl, t,s>r, 
G,((x, t),(y,s))=G(x-y, t-s)--(x-y, t+s-2r). (4.3) 
This is a consequence of the reflection principle. It can also be derived from 
3.1 and a general formula, relating Green functions on self-adjoint 
harmonic spaces (cf. [Mae, (1.2)]). 
Now we can prove an important consequence of our contruction of 
Wt),, 68 in Section 3. 
4.4. THEOREM. 11 IId, is a measurable norm on H l12. If H- ‘I2 is identified 
with H1’*, (H-‘j2, B,, P) is an abstract Wiener space where the imbedding i: 
H-‘12 4 B, is given by i(T) = G, * T, TE H-‘12. 
For the definitions of abstract Wiener spaces and measurable norms we 
refer the reader to [Gl-G3, K]. Since the subspace H”*(UP- ‘) of B, (cf. 
3.4) is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of P on (B,, g(B,)) by 4.2(i), 
the proof of 4.4 is an immediate consequence of [Ca, Proposition 2.23 
which states the converse of Gross’ famous fundamental result on 
measurable norms (cf. [Gl-31). A direct proof of 4.4 seems to be hard. 
In the last part of this section we want to give a formula for the trans- 
ition function of (X,),,, on B,. This formula is now a direct consequence 
of the general formula (7.1) in CR623 for conditional probabilities of 
Gaussian measures associated with self-adjoint harmonic spaces or 
Dirichlet spaces. 
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For t>O we define for BEGS, <EB,, 
n,(t, B) := I lIdll+Pr*t)~,(4) (4.4) & 
(where 1, means indicator function of B). 
4.5. Remark. Here the importance of 3.3 becomes apparent. Since (4.4) 
is only well-defined because 5 E B, implies P, * 5 E B,. 
The family (x~),,, defines a Markovian semigroup (or transition 
function) on (B,, G@(B,)) (cf., e.g., [B, Sect. 64]), i.e., a family of 
probability kernels on (B,, W( B,)) satisfying 
7c t+S = 7c11r, for all s, t > 0, (4.5) 
i.e., n,+,(t, F) = dt, T(-, F)) f or every < E B, and every 99( BJ-measurable 
function F on B,. Here we set as usual n,(t, F) := 1 F(q) n,(<, 4). It is very 
easy to check (4.5): by (3.20) we may assume that F(q) =exp i ,,(q, g),, 
q E B,, for some g E Y(lR- ‘). Then for every < E B, by 4.2(ii) 
71,+,(5,F)=expi,,(P,+, *t, g),exp(-f H-dg-P2cr+SJ* g, s>H-li2) 
and 
where 
n,(t, n,(-, J’))=ev i ,AP,+, * 5, gj9 exp(-iJ), 
J:= H-~/z(P, * g- P2,+* * g, P, * g)H-l/z + H-lv<g- Pzs * g, g)“-112 
= H-ldg-p2(,+S)* g, g)H-1/2. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let s, t E [w, s c t, and let F be a bounded W(B,)- 
measurable function on B,. Then 
&@‘4~)= VAX,, F) PO - a.e., (4.6) 
where ps ( c A9(9’( 8Bd))) is the a-algebra generated by {X,. : S’ < s}. 
Proof: By (3.20) we may assume that F(q) :=exp i y,(q, g)y, q E B,, 
for some g E Y(Rd- ‘). For a sub a-field C of 9?(9’(@)) let L’, denote the 
u-field generated by C and all P,-null sets in a(9’(Wd)). By [Rii 2, 7.l(iii)] 
we know that ,C@;s,+aj is o(D:.),-measurable for all x E Rd- ‘, s’ E R, 6 > 0. 
By the same arguments as in the proof of 3.10 we obtain that A’,, is 
a(D;.),,/W(B,)-measurable for any s’ E R. Since a(&) c (Df) if s’ <s it 
follows that E c CJ(D;)~,, Therefore, we may replace % by a(Q) in (4.6). 
We recall (cf., e.g., [R62, 5.11) that there exists a unique mean zero 
Gaussian measure PDs on (9’(Wd), 99(9’(lRd))) with variance given by GDd 
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(cf. 4.3, where we extend GD, by zero to the whole of Rdx lRd). In 
particular, for each 6 > 0 the process (,$‘I (,., + 6j)xe ud- I is (jointly) Gaussian 
under PDs with mean zero and covariance 
(4.7) 
X, JXRd-l (cf. [RS2, 4.8(v), 52(iii)]). By (4.3), (3.4), and 3.1 we obtain 
that 
J w(w-‘) i@,t+a,i&+a, dPDs = G(x - y, 26) - G(x - y, 2(r - s) + 26). (4.8) 
By 3.11 it follows that P, - a.s. 
J%ip% I Wf)) 
where the last equality follows by [Rii2, (7.6), 4.8(iv), and 6.1O(ii)]. By 
(4.8) this is PO-a.s. equal to 
!fYXP [ -;5,.-, I&, (G(x - y, 26) - G(x - y, 2(t - s) + 26)) 
x g(x) g(y) dx dy 1 
$?, t) g(x) dx 1 s 
By Lebesgue’s theorem, 4.2(ii), and 3.14 it follows that PO - a.s. 
E,V’o Xt I W:)) 
[ 
1 
=exp -- 2 H-dg-pZ(t-ss)* g9 g),-l/z+ i f (P,-, * x,)(x) g(x) dx 1 = nr-MS, F). I 
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4.7. Remark. (i) Equation (4.6) in particular implies that (X,),oR is 
time-homogeneous and has the Markov property. 
(ii) Once one knows that (by 3.3 and 4.2) P, (rc,),,,, can be defined 
on (B,, &9( B,)), it is, of course, possible to construct (X,),, R directly hav- 
ing (r~,)~,~ as transition function and [FD as invariant measure. One can do 
that in several ways. One way is via the usual “Kolmogorov scheme” and 
another is via “infinite-dimensional Brownian bridges” (as was done in the 
one-dimensional case in [D-NY]). It is also interesting to study the 
entrance space associated with (n,),,, in the sense of [Dyl, Dy2]. We 
expect an analogous result as was obtained in [Cox], in the case d = 1 (i.e., 
the entrance space can be characterised in terms of harmonic functions). 
(iii) It is also interesting to study the associated Dirichlet form d 
with state space B, (cf. [F] and also [BoHi] for state spaces which are not 
necessarily locally compact). This was done in [AHKl, AHK2] in the case 
where Y’(Rd- ‘) was the state space. It is fairly easy to find a formula for 
the generator of & on a suitable domain. 
With respect to the length of this paper we cannot discuss the topics 
mentioned in 4.7 in detail. But this will be the subject of forthcoming 
papers. 
Before we close this section we want to take a closer look at formula 
(4.4). We know by (4.4) that given the “position” 5 E B, of (XI),ER at t =0 
then for I > 0, X, is distributed according to the Gaussian measure n,(r, .) 
which has mean P, * 5 (i.e., the solution of the Dirichlet problem with 
boundary data 5) and variance operator 21 - Tzr defined on the underlying 
Hilbert space Hpli2; i.e., given X0 = <, X,, t > 0, is distributed on B, 
according to N(P, * 5, II - T,,). This fact is well known in the case where 
B, is replaced by Y’(Rdp ‘) but it seems to be new for the case where the 
state space is a Banach space. The main problem that had to be overcome 
to define rr, on B, was to prove that B, is invariant under P,. 
Proposition 3.3 is the solution of this problem. A non-rigorous, but very 
suggestive way of writing 7c, is 
(F, 5 as above); this indicates the relation to the infinite-dimensional 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process associated with the abstract Wiener space 
(H-‘12, B,, P) which is studied in the Malliavin 
There, P, * 5 is replaced by e-‘r and Jm by 
discussion below about the connection with the case d = 1 and [I]). The 
following (rigorous) way of writing (4.4) illustrates the relation of (Xr),sR 
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with the standard Brownian motion associated with (IY-“~, B,, P’) (cf. 
CG2, Kl), 
45, F) = P, 0 F)(P, * 02 (4.9) 
where @ means convolution with respect o the additive structure on B,. 
Finally, let us compare (4.4) (4.9) with the corresponding formula for 
the one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (with state space W) 
which is 
n,(x,F)=jF(y+rP) 
exp( - &v’/( 1 -e-*‘)) dy 
,iiqiz=j ’ 
(4.10) 
XE R, F a bounded a( R)-measurable function. Equation (4.10) can be 
rewritten as 
nt(x, F) = (P, * F)(e-‘x), (4.11) 
where P, is the Gaussian mean measure on R with variance given by the 
Dirichlet Green function G,, m r : ] O,co[x]O,co[+lR+of-d2/dt2+10n 
the half line evaluated on the diagonal. We recall that by the reflection 
principle 
G,,,,,(t, s) = e-l’-“’ - c(‘+~), t, s > 0. 
Clearly, t ++ e-‘x is just the solution of the Dirichlet problem for 
-&/dt’ + 1 on 10, co [ with boundary data x E R at 0 (and 0 at co). Since 
(P, * t)(x) is the solution of the Dirichlet problem for -A + 1 on D,, with 
boundary data 5 E B,, it then follows by 4.3 that (4.4) (resp. (4.9)) is 
exactly the higher-dimensional analogue of (4.10) (resp. (4.11)), where the 
one-dimensional state space IR is replaced by the infinite-dimensional state 
space B,. This, together with the construction of (X,),ER in Section 3, 
yields a potential theoretic explanation why the step from the case d= 1 to 
the case d > 2 leads from a one-dimensional to an infinite-dimensional state 
space, namely: every harmonic function on It, co [, t E R, has a trace on the 
boundary a(]t, co [) = {t} which is in R, whereas for da 2 a harmonic 
function on an upper half-space D, might have a very singular behaviour at 
aD,. But as shown in Section 3, the harmonic functions which are relevant 
with respect o PO have traces on 8D, which are in B,. Hence according to 
“state space = trace space,” R is the proper state space for d= 1 and B, for 
d>2. 
5. CONTINUITYOF SAMPLE PATHS AND A NEW SUPPORT 
FOR THE FREE FIELD 
Now it is easy to prove a new result on the support of P, by 
“reconstructing P, from (X,), E R .” First we need to prove the a.s.-continuity 
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of the sample paths of (Xl),eR. This is a consequence of (3.22) and can be 
done by well-known, but rather sophisticated methods. We refer the 
interested reader to [Fe] and the references therein. The result that we are 
going to use can be found in [Ho]. It is based on an extension of methods 
due to Garsia and Preston (cf. [Ga, Pr]). We only need the following 
simplified version which is suitable for our purpose. 
5.1. THEOREM (cf. [Ho, Proposition 11). Let (X,),eR be a mean zero 
Gaussian stochatic process on a probability space (8, d, P) taking values in 
a real separable Banach space (B, 11 lie). Assume that 
lim EP(IIXs-X,IIi)=O for each t E R. (5.1) S-f 
Letcp:R+-,R+ be a continuous, increasing function such that q(O) = 0 and 
that 
suP(E,(lI~,-X,II~)“*: s, t E 08, Is- tl < r} < q(r). (5.2) 
Assume that 
(5.3) 
Then for any n E N there exists a constant 8, > 0 and an d-measurable 
function B, : Q + R + such that for all s, t E [ -n, n] 
II~,(~)-~,(~)ll.~~, ~~“-” (In !!!$I!!)“’ &p(r) for P - a.e. w E 0. 
(5.4) 
In particular, there exists a version (8,), E R of (A’,),, R (i.e., for each t E R, 
X, = 8, P-a.s.) which has continuous sample paths. 
Let KL, R and B,, LX > (d - 2)/2, be as in Sections 3 and 4. 
5.2. COROLLARY. There exists a version (w,),, R of (X,),,, on (Q’(Rd), 
W(9’( Rd)), PO) which has continuous sample paths. Moreover, for every 
n E N there exists a 99(W( Rd))-measurable function D,,n : 9’( Wd) + R + such 
thatforevery@E9’(Rd)andalls,tE[-n,n] with Is-tl<e-’ 
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where 4x, (d- 1)/Z = 1 if a= (d- 1)/2, c?,,(~-~,,~ =0 else and p := 
min{p,, . . . . pN}- 
For the proof we need the following lemma. 
5.3. LEMMA. There exist constants c,, c2 > 0 such that for all r E 10, l] 
1 
w 
(P + P)(x) G2,(x)CWT 0) - G(x, r)l dx 
< clrmi”(a-(d-2)/2.112) 1 6, In 
1 112 
+ 
(d- 1),2 
- 1 (5.6) r 
and for every p E {p,,, . . . . pN} 1 UP 
saPp’[G(O, 2s)- G(O,2s+ r)lp” ds 
< c2rmi”(a-(d-2~~2~1~2) 1 + 6, 
1 UP 
(d- ,j,2 ln - 1 . (5.7) r 
Proof: Let r E 10, 11. Since p E L2(Rd- ‘, dx), the integral in (5.6) is up 
to a constant dominated by 
s Gz,(x)(% 0) - G(x, r)) dx lWd~l 
=G z,+,(o)-(P,*Gz,+,)(O) (by (3.10), (3.11)) 
1 r 
II 
e-r’JiTg 
=(27C)d- 0 Rd-1 (1+1x12)” 
dx dr’, 
where we used (3.1), (3.6), and Fubini’s theorem in the last step. But one 
derives easily that (cf. (2.1), (2.2)) there exist constants c(a, d) (depending 
only on a and the dimension d) such that for every r E 10, 11 
r2a-d+ 1 
I 
e-dTi? 
(1 + IX12)m 
ln( l/r), ’ 
if a< (d- 1)/2 
dx < c(cq d) x 
i 
if a= (d- 1)/2 
w-1 
1, if a > (d- 1)/2. 
Hence (5.6) follows immediately. 
Similarly it follows by (3.1), (3.6), (3.10), (3.11), and Fubini’s theorem 
that there exist constants c, c’ (independent of s, r) such that 
G(0 2s) - G(O,2s + r) 
G U’2, * G,)(O) - Vz,+, * G,)(O) 
<! ‘e 
i 
-c(Zs+r’) 
\C dr’. 0 (2s + r’)d- I 
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Therefore, the integral 
ZI( r) + Z,(r), where 
in (5.7) is up to a constant dominated by 
I-’ Z,W=J sap-’ [I ,,S+;,)dp*dr] 
P/2 
ds, 
0 
and 
If da 3, 
Z2(r) := ,.P/2 jm S(=p(d- 1)/2)P- 1 epSCP & 
I 
s 
r 1 1 
dr’<-s -(d-2) 
0 (s+r’)d-’ d-2 ’ 
hence Ii(r) is up to a constant less or equal to I(“- (d- 2)‘2)p. If d = 2, Z,(r) is 
(after the substitution s --t rs) equal to 
s 
1 
rrp s’P- ‘(ln(s + 1) - In s)Pi2 ds. 
0 
Now let us consider Z2(r). But 
1 
(1 -,.(a-(d-1)/2)~ 
s 
I 
s(a-(d-1)/2)~--l ds= (a-(d- ~)P)P 
), ifaZ$J 
r lni 
d-l 
7 if c1=-. r 2 
Hence Z2(r) is up to a constant less or equal to 
rp mi”(a- (dp 2u2* Ij2)( 1 + 6, (d- , ),2 ln( l/r)). 
Now (5.7) follows immediately. 1 
Proof of 5.2. The existence of a function cp: IR’ + + IF! + which is con- 
tinuous, increasing such that ~(0) = 0 and that (5.2), (5.3) are satisfied is 
an immediate consequence of (3.22) and 5.3. In fact on [0, e-‘1 we define 
cp by 
q(r) :=crmi”(a’-(d-2)‘2~‘~2)[1 +6, CdP1j,21n(l/r)]1’P (5.8) 
for some constant c > 0. By 5.1 in the usual way (cf., e.g., [B, proof of 
63.51) we can construct a continuous version (ft),,, of (Xr)rsR on 
(9,9(W), PO) such that (w,),,, satisfies (5.4) for each @ E 9’. In order to 
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derive (5.7) fix n E N, and let L?,, B, be as in (5.4). Then for every 0~9’ 
ands,tE[-rz,n] with Is-t]<e-’ 
IIn4, - nw11 B. 
~O~~[(lnB~(B))1~2~(2~m-r~)+~~~‘~~i’(ln~)”2~dr]. (5.9) 
Using (5.8) and the substitution r + eer one easily sees that the integral in 
(5.9) is up to a constant (which only depends on a and d) less or equal to 
(ln( l/Is - cl ))‘I* cp( Is - tl). Then (5.5) follows immediately. 1 
For notational convenience we set 
x, := f,,, fE[W, (5.10) 
where (z,),, R is as in 5.2. Let C(R, B,) denote the set of all continuous 
function from R to B, and W( C(W, B,)) the o-field on C(R, B,) which is 
generated by the natural projections from C( R, B,) to B,. Let X: P( UP’) + 
C(W, B,) be defined by 
Jf(@) :=(X,(@)),,,. (5.11) 
Then X is a PJ(~‘(Rd))/~(C(R, B,))-measurable map. Furthermore, the 
map f: C(R, B,) --, W(Rd) defined by 
is @( C( R, B,))/@($Y( I?‘))-measurable. (Since for g E Q( KY’) with 
supp g c K, x K2, K, c Rd- I, K2 c R; K, , K2 compact, 
j 
w 
I.&F(f), g(., t))yl df< sup llFWll~~~K2 lIP-‘g(.v t)llwdt 
reK2 
(cf. (3.16)), it follows immediately from (3.13) that indeed J takes values in 
.W(Wd).) By (3.20), J is one to one. Now we are prepared to prove the 
following new result about the support of P,,. 
5.4. THEOREM. Zf (Jo X)(P,) denotes the image measure of P, under 
Jo X, then 
(Jo X)(P,) = PO. (5.13) 
In particular, the subset J(C(R, B,)) of 9’(Rd) has outer PO-measure equal 
to 1. 
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Proof Since JoX is 99(9’)/a(9’)-measurable, (Jo X)(P,) is a 
probability measure on (9, W(Y)). Let g,, i E 9(Rd- ‘), g,, i E 9(R), 
l<i<n, n~R4, then 
I:= J exp i 
9’ 
(@, f g,, i0 ET,;,> (JOX) Po(d@) 
i=l 53 
,,(Xt(@), gl, i>y g2, i(t) dt 1 PO(@). 
Hence by 4.1 we only have to realise that 
y(Xt(@h g,, i)y g2. i(t) dt 1 * Pdd@) 
= Ii gl,i@g*,i7 i 
( i=l i=l 
gl,i@g*,i E 
> 
(where we used Fubini’s theorem, 3.1, 3.11, and 2.l(iii); cf. the proof of 
(4.0)). Hence by (2.0) 
Z= expi 
1 ( 
@, f: tTl,i@LT*,i 
9’ i=l > 
P,(d@) 
9 
and the assertion follows by the Bochner-Minlos theorem (cf. [GeV, 
Chap. IV]). i 
5.5. Remark. Theorem 5.4 can be considered as the corresponding 
global result to Theorem 3.1 and (3.4) in [C] (for p’= 2). It also follows 
by Cannon’s local results that the lower bound (d- 2)/2 for tl is sharp 
(cf. CC, P. 21911, i.e., in order to have 3.11 and 5.2 as well, a > (d- 2)/2 
is necessary. 
6. APPENDIX 
A. Pointwise Boundary Estimates for the Harmonic Functions jiF(@) 
Let us consider a particular random variable X, of our Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process (X,), E u for some fixed t E R. We know by 3.11 that X, 
takes values in a Banach space of tempered distributions and by 5.5 that 
for P, - a.e. @E 9’(Rd), X,(G) is not a locally dx-integrable function. On 
the other hand, X, is the limit (in B,) of ($?, f + & ,0 as 6 JO and for 6 > 0 
the map 
--vq,,+a,(@)7 XERd-‘, 
is a P-function for every @ E 9’( Rd). Hence (j$l ,+ s,(@))a,o cannot be 
uniformly locally bounded in x E R - . d ’ The following theorem, however, 
shows that the boundary behaviour of p?(G) can be controlled rather well. 
Nevertheless, it is more and more singular the higher the dimension d is. 
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The proof strongly depends on the fact that ji?(@) is a harmonic function 
hence satisfies the mean value property. We need some preparations. 
By (2.11) we know that if d>3, pE [l, co[, and E> l/p then 
~(~):=[~~a~~~~,/(~-~)Lil~2~li[max(1,ln~)]~i~~,~~(~)~P 
1 
IlP 
x p2(x)(s - t)-’ dx ds < +co 
for PO - a.e. @ E 9’( I?‘). For d = 2, we will use the following result (cf. also 
[RGZ, Z]): 
6.1. PROPOSITION. There exists a constant /I > 0 such that 
B(Q) := I’+ 1’3 JR,-, exp(BliiP:, ,(@)I )P~(x) dx ds < +m (6.2) f 
for P, - a.e. @ E 9’( rWd). 
Proof (cf. [RiiZ, 2.71). We have that for any x E Rd- l, s > t, /? > 0, 
f ew(BIPP:, ,,(@)I) p&W 
G [ ev(b @, .,(@)I PO(@) + f exp( -P ii?, ,,(@)) P,(d@) 
= 2 exp(J/12G(0, 2(s - t))), 
where we used 2.l(iii) and 3.1 in the last step. Hence by (2.1) and Fubini’s 
theorem it follows that for some constant c>O 
6. Jr+ ‘I3 Id-, ew(BlP$, ,,(@)I 1 P’(X) dx G!S POW) 
<211pll;z jl’+1’3 [2(s- t)]-(s2’2)c ds, 
which is finite for /? < &. m 
6.2. THEOREM. (i) Let d 2 3, p E ] 1, 03 [, and E > l/p. Then there exists a 
constant c, such that for all XE Rd-‘, r >O, SE It, t + r], and every 
@ E W( Rd) 
liip:, .,(@)I G~,A(@) sup P-21P(y)(S-t)-(d--1Up--d--2)/2 
lx- YI <r/2 
(6.3) 
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(ii) Let d= 2. Then there exists a constant c2 such that for all 
XEKY~‘, SE]~, t+&], andeuery @P~‘(IR~) 
IP$J@)l dc, lnB(@)+ 
( 
sup (lnpe’(y))+lnJ- , 
Ix- yl c i/12 s-t > 
(6.4) 
where A(O), B(Q) are defined in (6.1), (6.2), respectively. 
Proof: Let @ E 9’(Wd). Let II/ be a positive, radially symmetric function 
on Rdsuch that supptjc{x~R~: \xl<l} and that l,,$dx=l. Further- 
more, for x E Rd- ‘, s > t set 
By the mean value property of the harmonic function p?(Q) we have that 
for any XEIW~-‘, s>t, 
%‘. .d@) = s, JRd-, @,!, ,*,(@) ‘kc,, ,,( y, s’) dy ds’. (6.5) 
Now let us prove (i): Define 
f(s) := (‘y - t)(d-Z)l2 (max(l,ln-&))-‘. s>t. 
If q E 11, co[ such that l/p + l/q = 1, it follows from (6.5) by Holder’s 
inequality that for any XE(W~-‘, r>O, SE]~, t+r] 
(6.6) 
Substituting ((y, s’) - (x, s))/(s - t)/2 by (y, s’) we immediately obtain that 
the integral in (6.6) is less or equal to 
d/p 
sup p-““(Y) 
ly-xl<+ 
X 
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This proves (6.3) and we turn to (ii). It follows from (6.5) by Jensen’s 
inequality that for any x E R, s E It, t + &] 
1 
112 
P-*(Y) ‘bfx, .,(Y, s’) dy ds’ , (6.7) 
where the second step follows by 6.1 and Holder’s inequality. But in the 
same way as above we have that 
1 
112 
P-‘(Y) I~/&,,,(Y~ ~‘14ds’ 
< sup 
Iy-xl< l/12 
p-‘(y)(y)-’ [jR2 t,b2 dx]“‘. (6.8) 
Now (6.4) follows immediately from (6.7) and (6.8). 1 
6.3. Remark. The fact that an “integral estimate” for harmonic 
functions implies a “pointwise estimate” is well known and is widely used 
in potential theory or the theory of partial differential equations. Some new 
ideas in this context which are related to 6.2 can be found in [Be, Str] (cf. 
in particular [Be, Lemma 2; Str, Theorem 1.1 I). 
B. 
6.4. THEOREM. Let d= 2, t E [w, and p E H1/2( Iw). Then for p,, - a.e. 
@EsqW) 
p . jiP’(@)E n f&w,). (6.9) 
0L-c l/2 
Since H,“(D,) = H”(D,) for 0 <a < 4 (cf., e.g., [LiMag, Chap. I, 
Theorem ll.i]), we know by [LiMag, Chap. I, Theorem 9.11 that (6.9) 
follows from 
p.p(@)E (-) Ha(lR2), (6.10) 
m< 1/z 
where we define p(x) j&,,(D) =0 if s< t. Hence 6.4 is a consequence of 
Proposition 6.6 below. First we need a lemma. From now on let t, p be as 
in 6.4. 
6.5. LEMMA. 
5 [f a, I 1 
2 
PWIP~,.,WI dx ds P,(dO) < +co. (6.11) 5.3’ I IFa 
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Proof. By Fubini’s theorem, Holder’s inequality, and 3.1 it follows that 
the integral in (6.11) is less than or equal to 
lb1122 jom W, 2s)“‘ds]: [ 
which is a finite quatity by 3.5 since d= 2. 
6.6. PROPOSITION. Let 0 < a < f, then 
xdx,dt,P,(d@)< +co. (6.12) 
Proof: By 6.5 we may use Fubini’s theorem to conclude by virtue of 3.1 
that the integral in (6.12) is equal to 
j.l (xi + t; + 1)” .4(x,,, to) dxO dzO, (6.13) 
where for x0 E R, t,, E R, 
A(~,, to) := jm jm j j eW-Y) eM-s’) 
r I RR 
x p(x) p(y) G(x - y, (s - t) + (s’ - t)) dx dy ds ds’. 
Using the substitution x - y --+x one obtains that by (3.11), (3.10), (3.1), 
and (3.6) 
4x0, to) = wo12 * a.7 to))(xo), 
where 9 is again (d - 1 )-dimensional Fourier transform and for x E R 
1 B(x, to) :=- 
d-/j 
cc i,w -q/G7 & 2 e e 
1+x2 0 
=& *(X*+t;+ 1))‘. 
Let E E 10, 1 - 2a[. Then the integral in (6.13) is less than or equal to 
jR lFd2(Y) (s, (X2+ l)-(l+‘)‘* ( jR’1”x+-+y;22$~;,j’ dt) dx) dy. 
(6.14) 
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Substituting t + 1x1 t one easily sees that the integral with respect to dt is 
dominated by 
c*Ixl E+2E-1+C2(Y2+l)=+C3 
for some constants cl, c2, cj (independent of x, y), since EE 10, l -2a[. 
Because ~EH”~([W’-~)CH”(IW~-‘)~L~(~W~-~,~X) for all O<a’<$, 
it follows that the integral in (6.14) is finite. (Note that 
xl-+ I4 &+2CL-yX2+ 1)-(1+&)/2 is integrable because a < f.) Hence (6.12) is 
proven. 1 
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Note added in proof Since the time when this paper was submitted for publication we have 
carried out part of the programme described in Remark 4.7. We have established the Feller 
property of (~,L,o, hence also the strong Markov property of the associated Markov process. 
Furthermore, we have characterised the entrance space in the sense of [Dyl, Dy2] in terms 
of harmonic functions. We have also studied the associated Dirichlet form, as well as its 
generator in more detail. The corresponding paper “On the Transition Function of the 
Infinite-Dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process Given by the Free Quantum Field” will 
appear in “Proceedings, Conference on Potential Theory, Prague, 1987.” 
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